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Nathy Gaffney

Executive performance coach, speaker & MC

Nathy Gaffney is no stranger to corporate audiences –
prior to establishing her corporate training business
Pitch Perfect Training several years ago, Nathy was one
of Australia’s busiest and most successful corporate
entertainers. Now Nathy combines 20 years as a
professional actor, singer and impersonator with
science and psychology in her role as an executive
performance coach, speaker and MC.

In her compelling, dynamic and engaging
presentations, Nathy talks about the powerful impact of first impressions, charisma and our innate
desire for human connection. She reveals how these very human qualities are the new drivers in
the race for business success.

Her resilience and strength, passion and humour are an engaging and compelling combination and
her keynotes and presentations are always both entertaining and enlightening. As an MC, Nathy is
warm, witty, flexible and unfailingly professional.

Nathy is also a regular on the Nine Network’s Mornings program where she is called on to
commentate on topics such as workplace etiquette and culture, vocal image, and many more
subjects related to corporate and contemporary behaviour and performance.

With so many years as a professional performer – Nathy has wowed audiences for over 15 years
with her humour and talent with her many performances including the absolutely fabulous Patsy &
Edina, Kath & Kim, The Duelling Opera Divas, Dolly Parton, Pauline Hanson, Le Bond Femmes,
and the stunning Super Supremes – she is totally comfortable up on stage and in front of
audiences of any size, demographic or industry.

Client testimonials

“ The sales team here at Di Jones Real Estate is a diverse team of all age groups and with
varying levels of experience in the sales industry. Nathy was a breath of fresh air the moment
she entered the room, and she had the team’s full attention for the duration of the session …
Nathy is a superb speaker – she has the perfect combination of humour and authority.
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- Di Jones Real Estate

“ I thought you were an amazing inspiration and I feel absolutely blessed to have had the
opportunity to have learnt as much as I did from you. I admire your passion and personality. It
corresponds so well with your knowledge and experience, while so humble and fun to be
around.

- DG Global Events

“ Nathy is an energetic, inspiring and thought provoking speaker, who has an amazing ability to
engage an audience and drive high quality outcomes.

- Qantas

“ I first worked with Nathy when she was still performing her many diverse character roles for
corporate events. Her flair for comedy and her stage presence, combined with her
professionalism has meant that when I need someone on board who really understands the
needs of a corporate client (and the event producer) – she is always front of mind. She makes
an absolutely superb MC – honing her years on stage in character – with a polished flair that
is always appropriate to her audience. She always nails the brief and fully contributes to the
success of any event she is involved with.

- Rizer Productions

“ Not only a first class trainer, but her many years experience on stage means that we utilize
her talents as an MC and facilitator at many of our agency events. Nathy responds to briefs
quickly and executes flawlessly. We always look forward to working with her.

- Ogilvy Public Relations

“ Nathy recently worked on our Marcs and David Lawrence team building and season release
days for our national retail managers. Over the 2 day event – Nathy not only MC’d, but also
provided a brilliant presentation on the Power of Personal Impact. The human connection is
the frontline of retail’s battle to stay relevant and profitable, and Nathy certainly walked the
talk. She’s a confident, authoritative presenter – with lashings of warmth and humour. Highly
relateable – the teams loved her.

- Webster Holdings - Trading as Marcs, David Lawrence and Jigsaw
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